
INDEX

accuracy of measurement 73
activity monitors 64
ad libitum sampling 48
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) 117
analysis of variance (ANOVA) 109–10

Bonferroni test 110
Animal Behavior Society (ABS), Animal

Care Committee 23
animal research

and animal suffering 20–1, 23
benefits from 22
ethical considerations 20–1, 23
published guidelines 23

anthropomorphism 18–20
arcsine-square root transformation 108
Association for the Study of Animal

Behaviour (ASAB), Ethical Committee
23

autocorrelation 127
automatic recording devices 64

Bayes’ theorem and prior knowledge 143
behaviour interpretation 18–20
behaviour sampling 51
behavioural biology

definition 5–6
four types of problem 2–4

behavioural ecology 5–6
behavioural measurement purposes 6–8, 9

benefits to humans 7
understanding of biology 7
understanding underlying mechanisms

7–8, 9
behavioural study approaches 4–6

behavioural biology 5–6
behavioural ecology 5–6
convergence of sub-disciplines 5–6
Darwinian influence 4–5
ethology 4–6
evolutionary psychology 5–6

laboratory studies 4–5
population biology 5–6
psychology 4–6
sociobiology 5–6
unconstrained environments 4–5
wider applications of study methods 6

between-observer reliability 74–8
bias 73

effects of the observer’s presence 17–18
biological significance 137, 136–8, 142–3
blind experiments 86–7
blocking procedure 89
Bonferroni test 110
bout length analysis 121–2

categories of behaviour, choice of 33–4
category definition 35

and reliability of measurements 81
ceiling and floor effects 135–6
check sheets 65–7
choice tests 97–100

absolute differences in responsiveness
128

data analysis 127–9
response ratios 128
simultaneous or successive testing 99–100
stimuli 97–9

circadian rhythms 125
circannual rhythms 125
circular statistics 118
Clever Hans (counting horse) 18, 87
cluster analysis 117
coding of behaviour 63, 64
coefficient of determination 111–12
completely randomised designs 90
composite measures, research design

100–1
computer-controlled recording media 64
computer event recorders 64, 67–70

basic principles 67–9
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essential and desirable features 69–70
global positioning systems (GPS) 64

confirmatory data analysis 106–7
confounding factors 88
consistency of measurement 73
continuous recording 49, 51, 52–3
control group 88
control questions 2
correlation coefficient interpretation 138–9,

140, 141, 142
causality 138
equivalence 142
fishing for correlations 141–2
homogeneity 139–40, 141
linearity 138–9

correlation coefficients 76–8, 110–12
cannot be directly compared 111–12
coefficient of determination 111–12
floor and ceiling effects 135–6
informal descriptions of different sizes

137
positive and negative 110–11
should not be averaged 111
significant correlation 111
strength of association 111, 112

correlation matrices 116
cross-fostering 96–7
cross-sectional studies 93–4, 95
curvilinear regression 113–14

darting of free-ranging animals 42–3
Darwinian influence on behavioural study 4–5
data analysis 29
data collection, amount of data required 119
data interpretation

assessing significance 137, 136–8
awareness of potential problems 135
Bayes’ theorem and prior knowledge 143
biological significance 137, 136–8,

142–3
floor and ceiling effects 135–6
importance of exceptions to trends 142–3
modelling 144–6
problems with correlations 138–9, 140,

141, 142
statistical significance 137, 136–8

data presentation see presentation of findings
databases 105
dependent variable 88
description of behaviour 32–3

by consequences 32–3
by spatial relationships 33
by structure (posture and movements) 32–3
use of neutral terms 32–3

descriptive statistics 105–6
deterministic models 146
deterministic sequences of behaviour 123
developmental (ontogenetic) questions

2–3
developmental plasticity 45
developmental studies 92–7

cross-fostering 96–7
cross-sectional studies 93–4, 95
effects of epigenetic factors 96–7
longitudinal studies 93–4, 95
prospective studies 96
retrospective studies 96
sensitive periods in development 95, 96

differential responsiveness tests see choice
tests

direct observation of behaviour 2
discriminant analysis 117
diurnal effects on behaviour 15–16
dominance hierarchies 131–3, 134
double blind experiments 87
duration measurement 37–8

mean duration 38
proportion (or percentage) 37–8
total duration 37

epigenetic factors, effects of 96–7
error

random 72
systematic 73

ethical considerations 20–1, 23
animal research 20–1, 23
conflicts of interest 23
human subjects 23
intellectual copyright 23
pressures from funding sources 23
publication 23

ethograms 34
ethology 4–6
event recorders see computer event recorders
events and states 39–40
evolutionary (phylogenetic) questions 2, 3
evolutionary psychology 5–6
experimental design 87–92

blocking procedure 89
confounding factors 88
control group 88
dependent variable 88
experimental or treatment group 88
fixed effects on variation 89
independent variable 88
random effects on variation 89
treatment effect 88
variation in measurements 89
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experimental or treatment group 88
experimental research 11–12, 13
exploratory data analysis 105–6

factor analysis 116–17
factorial designs 90
feasibility of proposed measurement 74
field studies 4–5

advantages 13
concealment from the subject 17, 18
controlled 14–15
effects of the observer’s presence 17,

18
potential difficulties 13–14

findings see presentation of findings
fine-grained analysis 10–11
fixed effects on variation 89
floor and ceiling effects 135–6
focal sampling 49–50
Fourier analysis 127
frequency measurement 36–7
frequency of behaviour, effect on reliability

80
functional questions 2, 3
funding of research

and right to publish 23
conflicts of interest 23
ethical considerations 23
negotiation 23

general linear models (GLM) 114–15
group effects on reliability 83–4
groups

criterion distance for defining 46–7
distinction from parties 46

Hawthorne Effect 18
human subjects

ethical considerations 23
informed consent 23

humans
adult personality characteristics 45
perceptual world 19–20
temperamental differences in

children 45
hypothesis-testing 106–7

identification
groups 46–7
individuals see individual identification

independence of measures 82–5
independent variable 88
index of concordance 79
indices of association 129–30

individual differences
behavioural variation within a species 44–5
developmental plasticity 45

individual distinctiveness, assessment 45–6
individual identification 42–6

assessing individual distinctiveness 45–6
darting of free-ranging animals 42–3
distinctive acquired marks 43–4
distinctive natural features 43–4
effects of marking an individual 42
in the field 42–3
in the laboratory 42
personality characteristics 45–6
tracking devices 43
trapping of animals 42–3

inferential statistics 106–7
informed consent from human subjects 23
infradian rhythms 125
instantaneous sampling 51–2, 53–4

choosing the sample interval 55–7
disadvantages and advantages 57–8, 59, 60

intellectual copyright 23
intensity measurement 36, 38–9

local rate 36, 39
interval scale 40–1

kappa coefficient (κ) 79–80
Kendall coefficient of concordance (W) 80

laboratory studies 4–5, 13
concealment from the subject 17–18
effects of the observer’s presence 17–18

lag time measurement 36
latency measurement 36
lay summaries 150–1
local rate 36, 39
log survivorship analysis 121–2
logarithmic transformation 109
longitudinal studies 93–4, 95

marking of individuals, effects of 42
Markov analysis 123
matched-pairs designs 90–1
mean duration 38
measurement

definition 1–2
level of detail 10–11
spatial scale 11
time scale 11

measurement levels 40–1
interval scale 40–1
nominal (categorical) scale 40
ordinal scale 40
ratio scale 41
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measurement types 36–9
duration 37–8
frequency 36–7
intensity 36, 38–9
lag time 36
latency 36
local rate 36, 39
mean duration 38
proportion (or percentage) of time 37–8
total duration 37

mechanisms of behaviour 7–8, 9
media, presentation of findings 150–1
medical research, contribution of behavioural

work 7, 150–1
modelling of data 144–6

deterministic models 146
sensitivity analysis 146
stochastic models 146

multiple correlation coefficient 115–16
multiple regression 115, 127
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)

117
multivariate statistics 115–18

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) 117
cluster analysis 117
correlation matrices 116
discriminant analysis 117
factor analysis 116–17
multiple correlation coefficient 115–16
multiple regression 115
multivariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA) 117
path analysis 115
principal component analysis (PCA)

116–17

nominal (categorical) scale 40
non-experimental observation 86
non-independent measures 84–5
non-parametric tests 107

observation scheduling 15–16
diurnal effects 15–16
seasonal effects 15–16

observational research see also field studies
11–12

observer, effects on the subject 17–18
observer drift 81
observer fatigue 80–1
one-zero sampling 51–2, 54–5

choosing the sample interval 55–7
disadvantages and advantages 57–8, 59, 60

ontogenetic (developmental) questions 2–3
operational definitions of behaviour 35

ordinal scale 40
ostensive definitions of behaviour 35

parametric tests 107–9
parties, distinction from groups 46
path analysis 115
Pearson correlation coefficient 76–8
perceptual world of different species 19–20
periodic (cyclic) variation 125–6
personal digital assistant (PDA) see computer

event recorders
personality characteristics, individual

differences 45–6
phylogenetic (evolutionary) questions 2, 3
physiological measures 64
pooling of data, effects on reliability 82–3
population biology 5–6
power analysis 101–2
practice and experience, effects on reliability

80
precision of measurement 72
preference tests see choice tests
preliminary observation 26, 31–2
presentation of findings 146–51

abstract 149
dealing with the media 150–1
discussion 149
introduction 147
lay summaries 150–1
methods 147
references 150
results 148–9
science and the public interest 150–1
social responsibility 150–1

principal component analysis (PCA) 116–17
probabilistic sequences of behaviour 123
problems, Tinbergen’s four types 2–4
proportion (or percentage) measurement 37–8
prospective studies 96
proximate questions 2–3
proximity maintenance 130–1
pseudo-replication problem 92
psychology 4–6
public interest, implications of behavioural

findings 150–1
publication, ethical considerations 23

questions
more than one at the same time 4
Tinbergen’s four types 2–4

random effects on variation 89
random errors of measurement 72
random sequences of behaviour 123
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ratio scale 41
recording media

activity monitors 64
automatic recording devices 64
check sheets 65–7
coding of behaviour 63, 64
computer-controlled 64
computer event recorders 64, 67–70
global positioning systems (GPS) 64
physiological measures 64
verbal descriptions 63–4
video recording 62–3

recording methods
recording rules 49, 51–2, 54, 55, 58,

59, 60
sampling rules 48–9, 51

recording rules 49, 51–2, 54, 55, 58, 59, 60
continuous recording 49, 51, 52–3
time sampling 49, 51–2, 53–4, 55, 58, 59,

60
reliability (‘good’ measures) 72–3

between-observer 74–8
consistency 73
precision 72
random errors 72
resolution 73
sensitivity 73
within-observer 74–8

reliability measurement
acceptable level of reliability 78
and level of statistical significance (p

value) 78
correlation coefficients 76–8
independent measurements 76–8
index of concordance 79
kappa coefficient (k) 79–80
Kendall coefficient of concordance (W) 80

reliability problems
adequacy of category definition 81
dealing with unreliable measures 81–2
effects of practice and experience 80
factors affecting reliability 80–1
frequency of occurrence of behaviour 80
group effects 83–4
independence of measures 82–5
non-independent measures 84–5
observer drift 81
observer fatigue 80–1
pooling fallacy 82–3

repeated testing, effects of 91–2
research design

blind experiments 86–7
choice tests 97–100
composite measures 100–1

double blind experiments 87
effects of repeated testing 91–2
experimental design 87–92
how much information to collect 101–2
non-experimental observation 86
performing experiments 86–7
power analysis 101–2
pseudo-replication problem 92
studying development 92–7
tests of preference and differential

responsiveness 97–100
research design types

completely randomised designs 90
factorial designs 90
matched-pairs designs 90–1

research methodology (in operational order)
25

ask a question 25–6
make preliminary observations 26, 31–2
identify behavioural variables to be

measured 26, 32–4, 35
choose recording methods 26–7
collect and analyse the data 27
formulate precise hypotheses 27–8
make predictions from hypotheses 28
design the tests 28
run tests of your hypothesis 29
analyse the results of your tests 29
consider alternative interpretations 29–31

research planning
anthropomorphism 18–20
choice of species 11, 12
ethical considerations 20–1, 23
level of analysis 10–11
level of detail 10–11
observer effects on the subject 17–18
summary of questions to be asked 16, 17
when to observe 15–16
where to study 11–15

resolution of measurement 73
retrospective studies 96
rhythmic behaviour patterns 125–6, 127

autocorrelation 127
circadian rhythms 125
circannual rhythms 125
complex rhythms 126
definition 125–6
detection 126–7
Fourier analysis 127
infradian rhythms 125
periodic (cyclic) variation 125–6
plotting the data 126
spectral analysis 127
ultradian rhythms 125
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sampling rules 48–9, 51
ad libitum sampling 48
behaviour sampling 51
focal sampling 49–50
scan sampling 50–1

scan sampling 50–1
scientific validity 73
seasonal effects on behaviour 15–16
sensitive periods in development 95, 96
sensitivity analysis, behavioural models 146
sensitivity of measurement 73
sensory perceptions of different species 19–20
sequences of behaviour 122–4, 125

deterministic 123
Markov analysis 123
probabilistic 123
random 123
stochastic 123
transition matrix analysis 123–4, 125
transition probability 123

significance, assessment 137, 136–8
simple linear regression 112–13
social behaviour analysis 129–30, 133,

134
dominance hierarchies 131–3, 134
indices of association 129–30
maintenance of proximity 130–1

social responsibility, and behavioural findings
150–1

sociobiology 5–6
spatial scale of measurement 11
Spearman correlation coefficient 76–8
species choice, considerations 11, 12
specificity of measurement 73
spectral analysis, rhythmic behaviour patterns

127
split-half analysis of data reliability 119
spreadsheets 104–5
square root transformation 108
states and events 39–40
statistical analysis

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) 117
analysis of variance (ANOVA) 109–10
choice of statistical tests 107–9
circular statistics 118
cluster analysis 117
collection of sufficient data 119
confirmatory data analysis 106–7
correlation 110–12
correlation matrices 116
curvilinear regression 113–14
databases 105
descriptive statistics 105–6
discriminant analysis 117

exploratory data analysis 105–6
factor analysis 116–17
general advice 103–4
general linear models (GLM) 114–15
hypothesis-testing 106–7
inferential statistics 106–7
multiple correlation coefficient 115–16
multiple regression 115
multivariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA) 117
multivariate statistics 115–18
non-parametric tests 107
parametric tests 107–9
path analysis 115
principal component analysis (PCA)

116–17
simple linear regression 112–13
split-half analysis of data reliability 119
spreadsheets 104–5
transformation of data 108–9

statistical significance 137, 136–8
relationship to reliability 78

stimuli for choice tests 97–9
stochastic models 146
stochastic sequences of behaviour 123
systematic errors 73

temporal structure of behaviour
analysing rhythms 125–6, 127
analysing sequences 122–4, 125
bout length 121–2
choice test data analysis 127–9
social behaviour analysis 129–30, 133,

134
theme 125
time sampling 49, 51–2, 53–4, 55, 58, 59, 60

choosing the sample interval 55–7
disadvantages and advantages 57–8,

59, 60
instantaneous sampling 51–2, 53–4
one-zero sampling 51–2, 54–5

time scale of measurement 11
Tinbergen, Niko, four types of problem 2–4
total duration measurement 37
tracking devices 43
transformation of data 108–9

arcsine-square root transformation 108
logarithmic transformation 109
square root transformation 108

transition matrix analysis 123–4, 125
transition probability, sequences of behaviour

123
trapping of animals 42–3
treatment effect 88
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ultimate questions 2, 3
ultradian rhythms 125
unconstrained study environments see also

field studies 4–5

validity (‘right’ measures) 73–4, 75
accuracy 73
bias 73
scientific validity 73
specificity 73
systematic errors 73

variation in measurements 89
variation within a species 44–5
verbal descriptions of behaviour 63–4
video recording 18, 62–3

weaverbirds field study, Gambia
14–15

within-observer reliability 74–8

zebra finches, effects of plastic leg
bands 42
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